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From now on, I would like to introduce “Fast delivery the overall prototype company”, NISINO SEIKI. 
Our company obtained ISO 9001 certification in 2003, and also KES, Kyoto Environmental management system certification in 
2005.  
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Our company's history began 44 years ago, as a factory manufacturing prototype video tape recorders for Hitachi Corporation. 
The time was extremely busy for developing the new products, thanks to those environment,  our corporate culture were 
naturally developed as “manufacturing the products immediately”.    
And what’s more, We can produce from one piece, we are also able to perform adjustments and modifications on completed 
parts. 
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We have made sheet metal, pressing, machining, and multifunction lathe processing possible from pure data. If you send us 
your data by email, we will draw up a plan in a diagram on paper with measurements recorded, and produce parts for you 
without any stress.  
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Our company has the TRUMPF laser punch system, which is the most powerful in the sheet metal industry. Metal patterning 
can be performed with out machine processing, so we do all processing in house. 
Even if the pattern is very complicated, there is no need to meet with the maker, and we can complete a comprehensive 
pattern and being outputting parts meeting your specifications within 4 days. 
By Using a sample product, we will explain the metal pattern processing.  
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Our company can process parts in sizes anywhere from as small as a grain of rice up to as large as a basketball. We are also 
currently researching techniques to produce even smaller parts for quick delivery. 

The image above is our piece which won the Examiners' Award at the Excellence in Sheet Metal Production Technical Fair in 
2012. We can make 10 of them in just 7 days. 
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Our machining center department has 3 specially designed aluminum machining center units. 

We keep the right blades for aluminum attached at all times, and are constantly maintaining the perfect conditions for 
aluminum cutting. 
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With our 3 MAZAK multifunction lathe machines, we can process material ranging in size from Ф8 to Ф300.   
Here we use 1 chuck for our lathe and milling processes, regardless of the material we are working with. 

Manufacturing from 3-dimensional data is also a possibility, allowing increased freedom in design. 
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